




Lets try working out sale prices using our 
knowledge from yesterday’s lesson

• If all these goods 
are reduced by 10% 
(÷10 and subtract 
the amount from 
the original price), 
how much is taken 
off the price?

•What price are the 
goods now?

Suit £100

T-shirt £10

Skirt £15

Jeans £30

Socks £1.50

Shoes £40



• The goods don’t sell so 
next week they are all 
marked at 20 per cent off. 
Work out what 20% off 
each price is.

Suit £100

T-shirt £10

Skirt £15

Jeans £30

Socks £1.50

Shoes £40



• At 25% off…

• How much would you save?

• How much would each of 
the goods cost?

Suit £100

T-shirt £10

Skirt £15

Jeans £30

Socks £1.50

Shoes £40



Mental Learning Task

• A class had exactly 30 pupils in it. Then 
they were told to expect an extra 10% 
joining from another school. 

• How many were joining?

• 10% of 30 = 30 ÷ 10 = 3

• What was the new number of pupils in 
the class? 

• 30 + 3 = 33



Sometimes manufacturers make their products bigger 
to attract people to buy them.

This is called a percentage increase.

So to work out the new amount we work out the 
percentage of the original amount and add it on to the 
original amount.

Hula Hoops = 32g

To work out the new weight when an extra
25% is added we need to find 25% of 32g

32g ÷ 4 = 8g
32g + 8g = 40 g

Bag with 25% extra free = 40g



Have you any extra free offers in your 
house?



• Find the extra quantities on table below or own products. 

Volume added Normal Amounts

10% extra free 300g toothpaste

25% extra 100g skin cream

10% extra 60g toothpaste

75% extra 200g shaving cream

20% extra 180ml mouthwash



300 ÷ 10 = 30   300+30 = 330g

100 ÷ 4 = 25  100 + 25 = 125g

60 ÷ 10 = 6  60 + 6 =     66g

200 ÷ 4 = 50   50 x 3 = 150g   200 + 
150 = 350 g

180 ÷ 10 = 18   18 x 2 = 36g   180 
+36 = 216g

ANSWERS


